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Hastings, Donahue Iturbi Received Well by
Named by Frosh to
Artist Series Audience
Executive Croup
By Elwin Wienandt

German Youth Is
Hard Hit, Brauer
Tells Students

Election Completes Mem
bership of Student Ex
ecutive Committee

Nazi Movement Directed
Toward Preparation
F or W a r

Renowned Pianist

Alice Hastings and Jim Dona
hue were elected Friday by their
classmates as the freshmen repre
sentatives to the executive com
mittee. Both won by substantial
margins, holding large leads lrom
the beginning of the polling. The
runner-up among the girl can
didates w’as Judith Burly, v hile
John Hart was the chief oppon
ent of Jim Donahue.
Other candidates were Dorothy
King, Marion Conklin, Betty Linquist, and Janie Jackson among
the girls, and John
Messenger,
Duane Schumaker, Jack Roddy,
and Bill Hogue among the men.
A tabulation of votes
will
be
found elsewhere in the Lawren
tian.

Greek Affiliations
Alice Hastings is a pledge of
Delta Gamma, and Donahue is af
filiated with Phi Delta Theta.
The election of two freshman
representatives completes the mem
bership of the student executive
committee. Present members w ill
hold office until the annual elec
tion in May. The committee mem
bership is as follows:

Committee Membership
Seniors: Tom Jacobs, president.
Bill Hattcn, John Hastings, Bob
VanNostrand, and Mary Forest;
juniors: Jack Bodilly, Selden Spen
cer, Bob Wilson. Bob Smith, and
Kenneth
Buesing:
sophomores:
Vincent Jones. Ray Chadwick, and
Blanche
Quincannon;
fresr.nien:
Alice Hastings and Jim Donahue.

Ripon Students Show
JJnusual Courtesy in
Scattering ‘R V Here
A band of Ripon students de
trended on the Lawrence college
campus last night and decorated
buildings and sidewalks with big
red ‘R Y . but they demonstrated
unprecedented thoughtfulness dur
ing the expedition.
The letters were cut from red pa
te r and attached to the buildings
and walks with paste, making their
removal an easy matter. Main,
Ormsby, and Peabody hall were
among the collcge structures so
decorated.
The two schools have swapped
initials in previous years—during
the week before homecoming—but
paint and not paper was used. The
Vikings w ill travel to Ripon for the
Crimson's homecoming Saturday.

Deadline for Ariel
Pictures Is Oct. 29
A ll freshmen and sophomore
Individual pictures for the Ariel
must be taken by Harwood’s
studio in the Zuelke building
on or before Saturday, October
29. This includes all town stu
dents and students living in
Neenah and Menasha who can
make arrangements by tele
phoning Elaine Buesing at 4437.
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Saturday, October 29 — Foot
ball game, Ripon, there.
Saturday, November 5—Foot
ball game, Beloit, there. South
House party.
Monday, November 7 — AllCollege Production of “Excur
sion,” Memorial chapel.
Tuesday, November 8 — “Ex
cursion.”
Saturday, November 12—Brokaw formal.
Friday, November 18 — Am
erican Chemical society. Science
hall.
Saturday, November 19—AllCollege d%pce.

Last night Amparo Iturbi, the
gifted young Spanish pianist play
ed the first program of the 193839 series of Artist Concerts before
a fairly large, but reserved audi
ence.
Without the slightest trace of os
tentation, Miss Iturbi played a pro
gram, which, although not crowd
ed with what we know as heavy
music, gave her ample opportun
ity to show her nearly flawless
technic, her superb phrasing aoili|tics and her unusual interpretative
powers. From the very beginning of
the program it was apparent that
Miss Iturbi was mistress of the
keyboard, rather than a slave to it.
Although Miss Iturbi’s peri« rmance of the Bach, Haydn and :*'Lhun a n n works was technically ade
quate. her tone was lacking in
t warmth. However, she made up
• for this in the brilliance of her
tone, and, with the exception oi the
conclusion of Schumann's Papi.'ions I
demonstrated her ability to make
every phrase give up all the mu! sic it contains — and a bit to ^pare
It was not until she played Chopin
that the audience was fully aware:
that she could treat a melody with
nil the warmth and finish of a fine
singer.

I

The youth of Germany, burdened
with military duties, stripped of
freedom, and infected with politi
cal fanaticism, “is existing in a
living death”, said Max Brauer in
convocation on Tuesday, October
25. Mr. Brauer is a famous German
authority on municipal adminis
tration. exiled since 1933.
The common belief that the chief
issues of Nazism are the anti-Semetic movement, and the internal
struggle between workers and em
ployers is erroneous. The entire
Nazi movement is directed toward
one coal: the highest war efficien
cy. “Everything and everybody in
Germanv is being sunpresscd to
attain this goal, and the German
youth has suffered the greatest'*
declared the speaker.
AMPARO ITURBI
German Culture Down
I ells I*R C lub of His The culture of Germany is at
its lowest ebb. “Mein Kam pf”. H it
Struggles Against
ler's biography is the basis for
most of the present ‘Vulture”. The
N a z i s
art. literature, church, and educa
Includes Native Composers
tion are pro-Nazi.
Included on the program w’erc
With an emphatic bombardment
Modern art has been nrohibted.
pieces by three of her countrymen;
of words characteristic of one cn- and the works of such famous
Albeniz. De Falla and Granados.
Concrete Pouring ou Riv Cordoba
painters as Rembrandt and Monet
____________________
___ _ of tagonistic
to Adolf Hitler. Max
by Albeniz was
an especialiy varied” nature"” containing Brauer, former mayor of Altoona, are shunned and denied exhibition,
er BanL Project Is
both a choral-like section aaJ a a German town of 280.000 people. I The music of the masters is no
dance theme, and made great de- depicted in his dramatic gestures longer heard. There is no room for
Finished
mands upon Miss Iturbi's powers the rise of the demagogue in the Mendelssohn Schubert, or Ruben|guise of Adolph Hitler at the first stein, and shops arc not allowed to
The long awaited tennis courts of interpretation.
Although gifted with a consider-! meeting of the International Re- sell any of
by the river below Ormsby are al
lations club last Tuesday night in i
Supresslon of All Freedom
most ready fog use. The pouring of able amount of beauty and an in Main hall.
The humanistic spirit of Gerrratlatlng pen>orf‘«hty» Miss i'u rb i
the cement was completed on at no time allowed these to color
The speaker he»d the audience many has completely disappeared,
Thursday. October 13. Because of her interpretations or to make im  in utter silence as he depicted in W here is no freedom of the pres?,
the weather drying was slow, and proper advances to her audience in the typical Floyd Gibbons style |for the newspapers arc* the voieo
that “democracy is fighting its of the propaganda minister. The
only one half of one court could the manner of so many of the so- greatest race against the impeding radio is the instrument of the Na
called artists of our time. No doubt
be poured cach day. Work was more of the personal element wr-uld I forces of dictatorships.” He went tional Socialistic teachings. The
held up for almost three weeks at have gotten more applause for Miss: on to give a clear and concrete pic- theater and the screen arc soiled
by Nazi propaganda. The bank
the beginning of the semester be Iturbi, but we can thank the :ods ture of the chaotic and nebulous
for sending us, for once, a mu*»' ian state that Germany found herself ruptcy of the German films is in 
cause of the constant rain.
rather than a showman.
in after the “butchers” claimed dicative of this condition. A ny
Men are now at work on the
Helen Jepson Coming
their share in the Versailles treaty. thing foreign is banned.
The German educational svstem
The next artist on the present seMr. Brauer gave an interesting
fences. The fences on the rtvei
his struggle has been completely changed. O f
side of the courts will be sixteen ries will be Helen Jepson, leading account concerning
Prima Donna of the Metropolitan against the Hitler force in his town the 7.500 professors in German u n i
feet in height to prevent possible
opera association. Miss Jepson. whr during the trysome days of the versities 2,500 were dismissed at
loss of balls in the water. The up will appear in Appleton on No Weimar republic which still found |the begining of the Hitler regime,
per half of this, as well as the fen vember 30. instead of the date pre Germany under a m ild form of and 1.900 have fled for safety. The
enrollment of the universities has
ces on the other sides of the courts viously announced, “has proved democratic system. Then he told
145.000 to 75,000.
herself a great singer of songs, an how the Hitler storm troopers, once dronoed from
will be of wire mesh. The bottom
operatic star of the first magni in power, made every attempt to Within one month of the Nazi re
is to be of boards painted green.
tude and is the most beautiful wom put him in prison. In a thrilling ' gime, thousands of valuable scien
When fully completed there will an on the lyric stage today,” says narrative he explained how he fled tific books were burned. The u n i
versities now teach the science and
be five full size doubles courts. In the Chicago Herald and Examiner. from Germany with the Black
Storm Troopers at his heels, and politics of war. The number of
' the near future the college plans
D
thence into Australia, still pursued. I technical universities at one time
, to build additional courts along ■
. Spells
He finally was able to get into 46. is now only (I.
Schools Not Exempt
, the river bank near the Lawe
Fun
in
Any
Language
I
Frf.nf® 1 a
anc* there I
J
o n
enlisted the aid of the French con- ! The nublic school system has suf
....
street bridge, and a women's play
Halloween comes next Mon- sul- to
- enable
. . . him
.
.to embark
*
on a fered likewise. Hundreds of teaching field in between.
day and that means fun. but the
tour of the United States, where ; ers were dismissed for anti-Nazi
Work is now beginning on a Frolic comes tomorrow ni^ht and
! leanings, and their places filled
new warehouse at the Institute of j that means still MORE fun!
Turn to Page 8
I with party members. The high
Paper Chemistry.
The building,
school term has been reduced, and
which is to be two stories hich.
all German youth over 18 years of
will be a frame structure. The
age are taken from the schools and
warehouse should be completed
put into military organ izations.**
and ready for use by the middle of
’ said Mr. Brauer. “They are train
November.
ed into obedience, narrow stubborncss, uncritical devotion, and
are taught to be ooliticil fanati60 Students, Band
cists. They are filled with a beBy Jack Brand
! lief in national pride, and their
Directs ‘Excursion’
W ill Attend Ripon
Lights!
Action! Curtain!
and whole education is centered in this
"Excursion” is displayed to a preparation for war.”
Game in 3 Busses
waiting audience on November 7
Not one of the contemporary
and 8 in Memorial chapel. This, writers finds favor with the propa
Sixty students and the pep band
however, is putting the traditional ganda minister. Thomas Mann, th®
will attend the Ripon-Lawrence
cart before the horse, for left be uncontcsted leader of German lit
football game Saturday afternoon
hind arc innumerable details that erature. is on the prescribed list.
on three chartered busses. The ar
are unknown to the average the
rangements for the trip have been
Turn to Page 8
ater goer. There arise many points
made by the pep committee.
of interest from the time “Excur
The cost of the ticket and trans
sion” was first slated to become a
portation to Ripon w ill be $1.25
— Today
play at Lawrence.
for each student. The busses w ill
The history of “Excursion” dates
Brauer Tells of German
leave from Lawrence Memorial
back two years. . . It was then that
Page 1
Youth Conditions
chapel at 12:30 Saturday afternoon
Ted Cloak first read the play and
Amparo Iturbi Enthus
and w ill return in time for supper.
liked it. Later Mr. Cloak, with an
Pase 1
iastically Received
Arrangements for a trip to the
eye to the future, saw the infinite
Donahue, Hastings Nam
Beloit game on Saturday, Novem
possibilities of a play like “Excur
ed to Executive Com
ber 5. arc now being made. Stu
sion” at Lawrence. It had been a
rage 1
mittee
dents interested in going must sign
success on Broadway and there
Page ?
Homecoming Awards
the list, or notify Bob Leverenz be
was no reason why it could not be
Vlkes Invade Ripon
fore 7 p. m. Friday night. The
just that in Appleton.
Saturday
l’âge S
transportation and ticket will be
After a play has made its emo
Editorials
Cage 4
$3.00 per student.
tional appeal to the director and
With Recent Events the
Both Ripon and Beloit games
he has decided to produce it. he
Constitution
Proves
its
will be homecoming tilts. The Vik
gathers about him his actors, tech
Mettle
ings chances for the championship
nicians,
managers,
stage crew,
The World Panorama
w ill hinge on the results of these
F. THEODORE CLO A K
Turn to Page 3
two games.
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Tennis Courts
Near Completion

Brauer Blasts at
Hitler in Speech

There’s More Than Meets
Eye Behind Lawrence Plays

J .
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Mountain Boys Win for Sig Eps in Parade

Phi Taus, D. G.s,
Sig Eps Awarded
Homecoming Cups

Sherman Speaks
To Camera Club
Color Photography and
Portrait
Pictures
Are Discussed

R ain Fails to Dam pen
Student Enthusiasm
Over Weekend
Delta Gamma, Phi Kappa Tau
nnd Sigma Phi Epsilon were among
the happier ones at the Homecom
ing dance last Saturday night as
Chairman Jack Hodilly announced
them as winners in the float and
house
decoration
competition.
Those who were selected as run
ners up in the house decorations
were Hrokaw Hall and Phi Delta
Theta. Delta Gamma was selected
by Judges Berthrum, Cloak and Mc
Intyre as the first place float. Kr.ppa Alpha Theta took second place.
Sigma Phi Epsilon was given the
first place cup in the men’s float
division, with Phi Delta Theta and
Delta Tau Delta tying for second
place.
The winning house decorations
represented the coming battle with
Carroll along literary lines. "Gone
With The W ind" seemed to be the
main attraction, with “An Ameri
can Tragedy”. “As you Like It”,
and “Giants In The Earth" included
in the “library".
Sigma Phi Epsilon turned “moun
tain boys” for an hour or two and
lifted their “crate”, their tree
«tump and “corn likker” jugs onto
a u ucK. ih is original and clever
float, while it didn't have much ef
fect in its plea to “Stump Carroll”,
did stump the rest of the fraterni
ties and earned them a first place
cup.
Delta Gamma collected all of
the spare lawn mowers in town,
and by adding a tractor to the pro
cession, mowed down all competi
tors in the sorority float competi
tion. Again, however, their hopes
to “Mow Down Carroll” failed to
develop. The lawn mowers, man
ned by D. G. néophytes, were link
ed by blue and white streamers
and pushed in columns of fours.
The rain which dampened the
clothing of the crowd which at
tended the gigantic bon-fire, pepmeeting and cremation of “Car*
roll”, failed to dampen their en
thusiasm and the program went on
a« usual. The band was there in
all its glory, the frosh in all their
“nighties”, and the speakers in dtl
their heavy clothing. Coach Hcselton. Co-captains Novakofski and
Maertzweiler. President Barrows,
Mr. Wolterding. representing the
alumni, and F. N. Belanger, re
presenting the city, were the
speakers. Bob Leverenx was in
charge of the meeting, which was
followed by a torch light parade
and cracking of theatres.

Mr. Roger Sherman, director of
visual education, was the speaker
at the second meeting of the Cam
era club held last Tuesday, Octo
ber 25. He discussed color photo
graphy, and exhibited a set of col
or pictures taken recently in A p
pleton and the Indian reservation.
Arrangements were made to take
portrait pictures, and several mem
bers experimented with outside
night photographs. The group also
visited the visual education dark
room to study the layout nnd
equipment.
*
Plans are being made for a series
of lectures to be given by the East
man Company on various phases
of photography. These talks w ill be
illustrated by slides.
The next meeting of the club w ill
be held on Thursday. November 3,
in room 49 of Main hall.

The “Meantain Boys,” as dramatised by the Signs Phi Epsilon fraternity, caught the fancy of the
judges far the Lawrence college Homecoming parade Saturday morning. The Big Ep float, shows above,
won first place In the fraternity competition.
>
There was a second place tie between Delta Tau Delta’s “Lawrence Canning company" and Phi Delta
Theta's "Kool Carroll.” Delta Gamma capped the serorMy contest, with the MMew ’Em Dawn** Idea, and
Kappa Alpha Theta was second. Phi Kappa Tau won the house deeoratlans competition. Brohaw hall
waa second and Phi Delta Theta third.
The Post-Crescent donated three cups for Lawrence Homecoming decorations, the Phi Tana winning
the largest of the trophies for the best looking hoaic. The Sig Eps and Delta Gammas took the trophies
for fraternity and sorority floats. Presentations were made by John Bodllly. Homecoming chairman, at
the Homecoming dance. (Post-Crescent Photo)

Miss Dorothy Bethurum will
speak at the W.A.A. tea to be held
this afternoon from 4:30 to 5:30 in
the W.A.A. room at the little gym.
All faculty women and students
are invited to attend and hear
•bout Miss Bethurum’s travels in
England.

Troyer Receives
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rence Professor
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University of Wisconsin.
His thesis was entitled.
Mean Talent: A Study of the
and Writings of Edward Wai
Ward was an English joun
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During the halves of the game
the following day, about 100 Lawrentians took part in a bleacher
stunt at the east end of Whiting
field which featured the formation
of the Lawrence and Carroll letters
through the use of colored cards.
While this was going on. the bands been carried on over a
of the two colleges maneuvered
about the playing field forming
numerous designs and formations.
standing libraries including

W. A. A. Gives Party
For Freshmen Girls

Miss Betherum Talks
At W. A. A. Tea Today

versity library, Yale
library. the Boston

All freshmen girls and transfers
can look forward to an evening of museum.
fun a week from today. A bingo
party, sponsored by W.A.A. will
be given at 7:30 at the little gym
Thursday, November 3. Refresh
ments will be served.
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Just Unpocked

Gorgeous New
EVENING W RAPS
$ f£ 7 5

up

ASAN
INDEX TO
SMART
SHOPPING

Fur sleeves, fur collars, fur hoods.
Some have genuine ermine trim! Cape
styles. All are lined and floor length.

WHITE BUNNY WRAPS
$34.50 and $39.50

I
i

GRACE’S
APPAREL SHOP
104 N. Oneida St.
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Social Bugs Turn From
"Greatest” Homecoming
To New Fields at Ripon
H, AM I DEAD! What a weekend! Wasn’t that smooth music? Say,
did you see all the cute imports? Wasn’t Sally's formal yummy?
D idn’t she look smooth with her hair up?” And so on into the
night the lads and lassies rave about Homecoming. And the phrase “It’s
all over but the shouting” is too, too true.
There’s always something happening on Mye olde campus,” and already
the “social bugs” are discussing the coining trip to Ripon. They’ve all
decided that the weekends should be at least twice as long as the week.
Oh. to be a magician! But they do manage to cram all the fun they pos*
sibly can into each weekend, so what’s the difi?
A. D. PI Open House
At the Alpha Delta Pi open house
Temple W ill Play
given in their rooms after the game
last Saturday not only all pledges,
For First DeMolay
actives, and alumni were invited,
Dance Tomorrow
but also all the presidents of the
fraternities and sororities, with
To augment the Lawrence social
their dates. Coffee and doughnuts
were served to the large crowd that season the De Molays will give
the first of a series of informal
came despite the weather.
It isn’t Dads’ Day. hut the Kappa dances tomorrow evening at the
Alpha Thetas and the Alpha Delta Masonic temple when they present
their annual Hallowe'en dance.
Pi's are still going to honor pop
Tom Temple and his orchestra w ill
and pop-corn at their joint get to
furnish both torrid swing and soft
gether in their rooms next Sunday,
sophisticated rhythms f r o m
8
October 30.
o’clock until midnight.
On Monday afternoon. October
John F. Rose chapter of De Mo24, the faculty women were enter
lay in Appleton is sponsoring a
tained at a Kappa Alpha tea. The
series of such dances during the
Misses Bethurum. Jones, and Me* school year. Tickets for tomor
Curk poured. Beverly Humleker row's affair, which are 99 cents a
and Peg Banta gave readings. Ann couple, may be secured from Fred
Oliver. Frank Hammer, Clark Nix
Biakeman acted as chairman.
on, John Coumbe, Jim Schlaefer,
Hallowe’en Party
or Hank Johnson.
Sigma Aloha Iota will hold its
annual Hallowe’en party for the
conservatory Friday evening. Oc
tober 29. Traditional stunt* suit
able to the occasion will furnish
th* evening’s entertainment.
O n Thursday evening. October
New officers were elected at the
p. the Attiha Chi Omegas initiated October I I ipfeting of the fle n c h
an« Gilbert, Grac* Coddlngton,
dub. Jeaa Doerr is to bc presi
R u'h Leopold, and Betty Stilp.
dent, Georgia BettinghoUle treas
Another “down
river” outing,
urer, Grace Strong vice-president,
this time by the Alpha Chi Omeand Margaret Banta secretary. Fol
nas. was held Tuesdav evening,
lowing a long discussion the sug
October IS. The conventional weingestion to revise the constitution
ies. marshmallows, and accessories,
was turned over to a committee
w » r * served of course.
for further planning.
The con
Marian
Schmidt
and Marian
stitution allows 7S members and
Ringel are co-chairmen of the
excludes many eligible candidates.
Kanoa Delta Hallowe’eu party next
The proposal to establish an in 
Fr'day. October 2f.
The Hearthstone was the scene, termediate d u b for 25 members is
of the Kapo* Delta Founders’ Day being debated by the committee.
banquet held Sunday evening. Oc
J'esper Service to be
tober 23.
The K. D ’s are entertaining the
Held This Afternoon
faculty memhe*-«; at a tea next SunThe Vesper services, sponsored
d*'\ October 10.
Sunday night. October 23. the by Geneva club, which have prov
Phi Delts were hosts to Dr. W. C. ed so popular the last two years,
Covert for dinner at the Conway will be resumed again this after
hotel. Dr. Covert was a former noon. These services are held every
moderator of the Presbyterian Thursday from 5:15 to 5:45 in the
church and a oast national officer Chapel. There will be organ music
and a soloist.
of the fraternity.

O

Doerr Is Elected
French Club Head

J
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Stephenson W ill
Lead University
O f Life Service

From Queen to Maid in a
Day-Sad Fate of Pledge

The worship service of the
University of Life last Sunday,
October 23, was led
by Clark
Nixon.
Pat Engelland, contralto
soloist, sang “But the Lord
is
M indful of His Ow n" from St.
Paul, by Mendelssohn. Don Gerlach was the organist.
Mr. M. M. Bober, professor of
economics, w ill again be guest
speaker of the social and eco
nomic problems group, answering
any questions that may arise. The
personality
adjustments g r o u p
were guests of the Rev. and Mrs.
R. K. Bell at their home. Coffee
and cake were served after the
discussion.
Andrea Stephenson will be the
leader at the next worship ser
vice, to be held again at the Pres
byterian church. Bill Hogue will
be the soloist

BAKER SPEAKS
The Present European Situation”
was the subject of a talk given by
Dr. Louis C. Baker, professor of
modern languages at Lawrence col
lege, at the October meeting of
Appleton Business and Profession
al Women’s club Tuesday evening,
October II, at Conway hotel.

“Oh for the life of a pledge,” you
plead during those ghastly, nerveracking hours of waiting the after
noon of pledging. You try to be
composed, but you fail miserably.
You are dressed rather casually, so
that whoever comes for you, if you
are “come” for, won’t think you are
over-anxious. You
chew finger
nails, something you haven’t done
since the romper age. You chat
ter with your fellow rushees in hol
low tones; or if you hear foot-steps
approach, your heart thumps its
way up to your throat, and when
they pass your door, your heart
sinks with despair. But finally
someone asks you to accompany
he- “to the movie.” You’re so dum b
you believe her, and accept tne in 
vitation, and actually are surprised
when it dawns on you that you have
made the mark; you are going to be
pledged!
So you are pledged into the ¿.or
ority of your heart's desire with a
ceremony that seems to be the love
liest and most impressive you have
ever seen, and flutter back to the
comfort of your shelter, a neophyte
in the world of women's fraterni
ties.
But all is not as rosy as you had
imagined. There are a few minor

There’s More Than Meets
Eye Beh ind Lawrence Playa
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
scenery crew, light crew, etc, all
vitally necessary in producing a
play. Following this preliminary
organization a first reading is held
and the cast selected; then comes
a second and third, and the direc
tor confirms his original castings.
When the ports are permanently
assigned the sparky really begin to
fly. Work
commences simultan
eously from all sides. Drawing,
blueprints, and scale models are
made of the scenery. On top of
this groundwork the actual scen
ery is constructed, painted, and
erected on the stage. This is just
one of the many activities, how
ever. for lighting effects are being
tested, costumes fitted, sound ef
fects tried out. and rehearsals
scheduled.
Subsequent readings of the play
brings the blocking out of the main
effects. Acts I. II, and III are care
fully gone through in order to
make the actors thoroughly ac
quainted with their roles. After
each act has become familiar to
the cast more concentrated work
is begun. Emotions and feelings
are built into the lines where called
for. and the finer details are care
fully gone over. As the rehearsals

proceed, more painstaking efforts
are made in order to perfect the
subtle humor and the many sided
emotions in “Excursion."
Three evenings previous to the
opening night a technical rehearsal
and dress parade is held. Every
actor is fully made up and costum
ed, then placed on the stage in his
usual positions to make sure that
the color of his eosftuoc blends
with Ifcoae around him . The fol
lowing night is dress rehearsal. In
this rehearsal the various hitches
are ironed o u t Sound cues are
coordinated with the action of the
play. The turning on and off of
lights is synchronised with the
endings of the scenes, and
so
modern stage direction for scenes
in an efficient and organized m an
ner is conducted on Lawrence
campus.

things, such as grades that have to
be made. Of course, a 1.2 is all that
is necessary for initiation, but
they” prefer a 1.6. And just to in 
sure the 1.6, there is study hall un 
der sorority supervision
several
nights a week, The rooms in PanHell must be cleaned, so you and a
friend who are a little backward in
the art of house-cleaning obligingly
offer to be the first. The scrap-book
is another problem, so you do a lit
tle “apple-polishing” and offer your
self as head pastor.
The biggest blow of all comes
when the pledge captain sweetly
says. “And of course, you «calize
you are to save seats for the actives
at the games.” Yeah!
Saturday rolls around, and you
try to convince yourself the saving
seats “just couldn’t be that bad.’-but
you have much to learn. You nnd
th? rest of your sister-pledges cob
ble what lunch you eat dash up
stairs. grab a coat and the wrong
h*.t, rush down the street past Sage,
and make it to the field in eight
minutes flat. You pant up the hill to
th> bleachers only to find that the
pledges of X. Y. Z. have already re
served the fifty-yard line. The next
best being the forty-yard, you
sprawl out, taking as much room as
possible. You take off your coat, ev
en though it is freezing cold, and
spread it over some seats, giving
them the appearance of beine oc
cupied. Uncomfortably, you irape
your feet on the seat in front of you,
and remove them only when s<>me
disbelieving person sits on them.
But you might even think you will
still have a seat left for an act’ve
till some big brute pays no heed to
your demands, and in spite of your
efforts to reason with him. sits in
one of the protected seats.
The game starts, at 2 o'clock but
you can’t watch it because the ac
tives haven’t arrived, and your
weathsr rye is busy keeping track
0f 4ll the reserved seats. About 2:20
the actives begin to «troll in. and all
is peaceful until they decide tney
want a bottle of coke. Y°u stumble
oil* of the bleacher. an3 stni^p*^
through to the coke-man to ?■>*. that
he “just sold the last bottle.”
It’s hard to be a pledge; you
grumble, you work hard, you !ose
weight and initiation seems so far
away, but you asked for i t and rou
know darn well you love it more
than anything else in the worlJ.

RIO THEATRE: STARTS FRIDAY

Tarkey Dinner for Phi’s

A good old fashioned surprise
birthday party was sorung by the
Phi Delts on Tom Gettelman. Mrs.
Gettelman saw the wherewithal
to have a turkey dinner for forty
members in celebration of Tom’s
twenty-first birthday. Guests in 
cluded Ade Dillion and Dr. A. A
Trever.
The Sig Eps are going rustic
again, this time for their Hallo
we’en party Saturday night. Oc
tober 29. Only those in old clothes
will be admitted. The house will
Ije decorated with gourds, pum p
kins ’n stuff, and refreshments will
undoubtedly include apples, cider,
and doughnuts.

William G. Keller
Opt.

D.

Lawrence H. Keller
Opt.

IF YOU

HAVE

Plumbing or Heating Problems
I

we will give you the benefit of our experience free of
charge. Actual installations to be made by local
Plumbers.

W. S. PATTERSON CO.
Phone 4700

213 E. College Ave.

D.

OPTOMETRISTS

Student Lamp

121 W. College Ave.
Tel. 2415

with tilted shade

MOTI ON PI CTURES AKE

Y O U R BEST¿

BEVERLY

P

t t ï . i -wT

BREINIG

School of the Dance
The Place to Rent
Formal Wraps and Gowns, and
Masquerade Costumes

SPECIA L

$419

BETTER GRADES
W ith L m

Sounds impossible, but it can
easily be done if you follow the
Gunthorp Study Charts, a “stream
lined” method of doing
better
work. You can shorten your study
hours, yet double their results by
learning the simple facts necessary.
Don't postpone action. Write today
for information.

-„ T h e

1

W ork

ST U D E N T S G U IL D

M a m Box 511, San Diego, Calif.

CLASSES

IN

Ballroom Dancing
FOR BEGINNERS or PROFESSIONALS

INDIRECT LIGHT

E. W . S H A N N O N
300 E. College Ave.

DAILY

Appleton, Wis.

10 lessons for $2.50
Phone 2304

Studio — 108 S. Morrison St
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With Recent Events
The Constitution
Proves Its Mettle
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GRIN AND BEAR IT
By Llchty
H E doghouse is a yaw ning hole this
weekend. The co-canines are off for
home and fireside. If our thoughts seem
far away, please bear w ith us a w hile.
• * •

T

r » ^ H E business-like m anner in which
JL the recent presidential election was
conducted and the culm inatio n of a most
successful H om ecom ing program m ake it
increasingly apparent that the efforts of
those instrum ental in the revision of the
student body constitution last year are be
ginning to bear fruit. Never w ith in the
span of our m em ory has there been such
• clean, well-defined selection of a stu
dent body president.
Com bines were
very m uch in the m inority and hardly ap
parent if present at all, and mud-slinging
was reduced to a m in im um . One of the
most gratifying aspects of the election is
that Tom Jacobs holds his office by virtue
of an election in which over five-eighths of
the student body participated, whereas in
last year’s election fewer than one-half
chose to m ake their preference known.
O f course there is still much to be desired,
for there were over 200 students who
failed to cast ballots. However, even an
increase of about 13 percent signifies that
students are taking a more active interest
in the adm inistration of student govern
m ent.
O n ly when tnis indifference is
overcome to a still greater extent w ill
we have a tru ly representative ad m inis
tration of student affairs.

Friend colum nist and staunch R e p u b 
lican F ra n k lin Davidson of the W abash
Bachelor tells this one. Mussolini, H itler
and F.D.R. were seated around a table.
Mussolini said, “I get m y inspiration from
jo d .”
H itler answered, “Y ou know that God
told me I was to have all the power on
earth.”
F.D .R. in dig n an tly exclaimed, “H itler,
I d id n ’t tell you that.”
• • •
Ex-prex and gu iding spirit of L a w 
rence, H enry M . W riston, got B row n
university in to the news by offer
ing Benes a professorship. Y ale got
some attention w hen she received
A lb e rt Einstein. B ut H aile Selassie
has moped aw ay in L ondon for three
years, and Lawrence hasn’t even of
fered h im a job at concrete m ix ing.
I f we just w a nt pu b licity w ithou t
spending the money for salaries, w hy
not m ake H itle r or M ussolini an
offer?
• • •

Ample Time Necessary
For Outstanding Plans
L eaving the question of in d iv id u a l
leadership aside, probably the most im 
portant factor in the success of last week’s
H om ecom ing program was the am ount
of tim e w hich the H omecom ing and pep
chairm en had in w hich to plan a truly
outstanding celebration A p pointing com 
mittee chairm en in the spring has given
am ple opportunity to m a k ^ unhurried
plans during the sum m er and \o pregont
a program w ith greater polish than be
fore. Th^rc was m ore cooperation betw e tn, tfcc Hom ecom ing a n d ^ e p co m m it
tees this year, and the efforts of A ppleton
citizens arc certainly to be appreciated
and commended.
I t ’s been a long tim e since Lawrence
has seen student pep displayed as it has
been this year. A com paratively success
ful pep band has fin ally been organized,
and plenty of credit is due the leaders
of this project. Both Homecoming chair
m an Bodilly and pep chairm an Leverenz
m erit
com m endation on the successful
com pletion of their plans. The student
body has responded even more en thusi
astically than the most optim istic could
hope for, but the question now left in the
air is w hat w ill happen to it all now that
a game but handicapped football squad
fin a lly had to drop a non-conference bat
tle so that it m ig ht have a better chance
for com ing conference tilts?

It's Easy to Cheer
W hen You're on Top, —
I t is plenty discouraging to fig ht
against odds w hich are insurm ountable
for the m om ent, and a pluckier squad
than the one w hich held C arroll to a 7-7
tie d u rin g the first h a lf of that game is
hard to find. The least we owe them is
a continuation w ith renewed vigor of the
support and applause we have given them
w hen they were on the big end of the
•core. The most apparent way rig ht now
is to take advantage en masse of the
op portu n ity to see the team battle R ipon
there in a M idwest
conference
game
Saturday.

Quotable Quotes
“No m atter w hat your grades are, you
still have a chance. Grades, after all, are
o n ly an indication of w hat a student is
lea rn in g from his courses.” A. J. Purvis,
A d ria n college, gives a condoling pat-onthe-back to those who never stand at the
head of the class.

Liberal Arts Colleges Must Reform
’’There is not room in to m o rio w ’s
A m e rica for 745 colleges and universities
of the standard A m erican brands, com 
prised today chiefly of lib e ral arts, ag ri
c u ltu ra l and technical institutions. The
liberal arts college, far in the m ajority
today, w ill continue to have its place in
education, but not ever in its present ov
er-expanding form .” C o lu m b ia Univer-

“Why, they aren’t a bit cheaper here than in the brokerage office next
door!”

From College PressesA farce
two acts

The W orld Panorama — in

Says W hiskey “George” F in k, rounder-of-the-year, “G o
West End
young
m an.”
* • *
Since we began our career in jo u r 
nalism we have been fascinated by
those little bits of inconsequential
facts w hich appear on a galley proof
as “ L aw rentian fillers.” Their su b 
ject m atter ranges from m oralizing?
on the cta££?r$ of jay w a lk lag to u n 
in tellig ible statistics on the m ortality
rate from bee stings. B u t it all cleared
u p for us when we watched editor
H an k Johnson m ak in g up the paper
one day. Had not some woolly hack
w riter observed that “B row n u n iv e r
sity yacht club has a boat house v a l
ued at $10,000,” the page w ould have
come out w ith a gaping hole. Use of
fillers by the L aw rentian Ls the jo u r 
nalistic way of hesitating and say
ing “ and-uh.”
* # *

CENE: A smali 106m.
Besides, I know I can trust you. We bo|h
. Time: The present.
tI
hate Communist Russia.
>
^
(As the curtain goes up
dominant'
Neville:’ You said it, Adolph, I'd sootiw j
fanatical figure Is sitting at his desk looking
it a map. There is u courteous knock on >ee you rule Europe than have the threat I
the door and a long, rangy old man enters.) of Russian propaganda flowing into Europe
Adolph: Well, Neville, you finally got and in the British Lies.
Adolph: O.K., but hew about Czechoslo
here.
Neville: I came as fast as I could. Well. vakia?
Neville: Oh, yes. I’ll tell you what we’ll
Adolph, what are your final terms?
Adolph: You know them well. Czech©- : do. We’ll call a four power conference—you
and I, Benito and Daiadier—and sign a pact.
dovakia belongs to me.
Neville. You can have the whole damn Make it look like a “peace without victory."
Adolph: But it will be a victory for
Balkans as far as I am concerned. But 1
there’s France, Russia and. what's more im  Adolph Hitler.
Neville: Who gives a damn who it’s a
portant. the English people.
Adolph. Let’s not waste time. The En- ' victory for. Just as long as the common man
glish people you can manage. France will believes that I have saved the wrold from
act only if you do. As for Russia, you have ' another horrible war—it was horrible wasn’t
it? O f course, you know I wouldn’t know.
often told me—
Neville: Yes, I hate them. You know Perhaps, I may even get the Nobel prize—
W e are told several times a day by
Adolph. I like you, Neville, you’re al
the present English government is rather
various campus dignitaries that somehow
most
as
clever
as
I
am.
Both
laugh.
broad-minded about nazism
and fascism.
Curtain.
there has been a definite upsw ing in
But communism, bah.
ACT II.
Adolph: Then we shall march into Cech-!
campus enthusiasm for football. W e even
CENE: Same room.
oslovakia immediately. <Rises) I shall tell
(Czechoslovakia has been dismember began to believe that the Football Hero
Goebbels—
ed
by the Munich conference. Adolph had fin a lly won his deserved place in
Neville: Wait, Adolph, the people of the
has his wish and people all over the world fem inine hearts. B u t if you watched
democracies—
Adolph: Democracies, they are a nui sigh with relief as war is averted. Adolph closely you m ay have noticed that most
sance. I thought we had argued that I in playful mockery has told the world that of the fem inine spectator-interest was
he w ill ask for no more European terri
could take Czech—
Neville: Sure you can, but we’ve got to tory. As the curtain rises, Adolph is speak directed not at the heroic com bat b u t at
the antics of tw o visiting dogs. M oral:
convince the people it is the best solution. ing to one of his chief stooges.)
Adolph: Well, boys. I’ve won again. I
Let me see, now—
It ’s better to be in the doghouse than to
told
you
England
would
never
go
to
the
aid
Adolph: Oh, tell them anything, but I
be a football hero. Especially if you’re
want Czechoslovakia.
Why in the hell of Czechoslovakia. And what can France
not tough enough for the game.
don't you tell them something about bring do without England?
Goebbels: Yes, Fuehrer, you’re always
ing peace to the world.
• • •
right.
Neville: (Jovially) That’s it, by jove. A
Adolph
(continues).
The
Tories
of
Eng
From observing latest trends la the
new era of peace dawns on Europe.
awarding of prises we've about de
Adolph: It’ll be a lie, though, because land like us and Neville is dominated by
them. As long as Neville stays prime m in 
Tm going to take Eupen from Belgium;
cided our next year's homecoming
ister and no capable men like Anthony Eden
Schleswig from Denmark; the Corridor and
float will be a truck load of old iron
part of Sileasia from Poland; Memmel from (damn him!) replace him. we are safe. If
Neville can stay in office just a couple more
with the slogan “We’ll iron out
Lithuania, and Danzig.
And if you can
years, then me can even challenge England.
convince France that it is for the best I
Ripon.”
Goebbels: Excellent, Fuehrer.
shall add Alsace to Germany. (Dreams) The
• • *
(Goering rushes in with telegram.)
Greatest Empire in the World—Then the
Goering: (Excited) Look, Der Fuehrer!
W
e
are
further
told by some of the
Italian Tyrol.
Adolph: (Reads, his face lights up) Well, returning welcome a lu m n i th a t the busi
Neville: (Slightly puzzled) The Tyrol—
this is good news. I've done it again. France
Italian Tyrol? Why, I thought you and Ben
says she will recognize Italy’s conquest of ness w o rld beyond these ivied walls is
ito were friends.
Ethiopia and may even recognize Franco plenty tough. It makes us resolve not
Adolph:
(Jeering laughter) Benito and
as the government of Spain. Boy, oh boy, to subm it too m uch to the de bilitating
me friends. That’s a laugh. When I get
I’m good.
stronger. Benito shall bow down before me.
influence of education. So we are begin
Goebbels and Goering: Yes, Sire.
Neville: Promise me, Adolph, that you
Adolph: Germany has become the strong ning to brand as heresies these things the
will take these territories gradually. O th
est nation in the world,—well, at least in profs tell us about ‘fa ir wages,” “dignity
erwise I may not be able to hold my people
Europe and that’s what counts. The Balkans
of m an ,” and a ‘ lib tr a l education for
from stopping you.
always flock to ally themselves with the
Adolph: (thoughtfully) I suppose I had
strongest nation in Europe. So that takes leisure.”
better. You know I don’t want to fight you.
care of them. Hungary is half Nazi already;
Greece is already in our orbit. Yugoslavia
sity’s Prof. W alter B. P itk in believes that and Bulgaria will be simple. And with that
h e a w r e n t ia n
Published every Thursday during the col
a change in life should begin right away loan we made Turkey the other day, she'll
stick with us.
lege year by the Lawrentian Board of Con
for our institutions of higher learning.
Goering: But, Fuehrer, if I may suggest. trol of Lawrence College, Appleton, Wis.
Sire, what about the United States. The
1938
Member
1939
Human Relationships Count
people there don't like you.
‘•Every college student today should learn
Adolph:
(Laughing)
The Americans
whatever he can from teachers, courses and They are no trouble. President Roosevelt
books about human relationships. They are likes to talk but the American people won’t
Distributor of
far more important just now than the con fight. And by the time they make up their
trol of nature, for if we lost control of mind. I shall be invulnerable.
ourselves, nature will quickly go wild again.
All-American
Goering: But America Is strong—"
But no college student can shift his respon
Adolph: Herr Goering, give me two more
Entered as second class matter Sept. 20,
sibility on to books and science. He has to years of preparation, and I shall be the mas 1910 at the post office at Appleton, Wis.»
find out for himself how human relation ter of the whole world.
under the act of March 3, 1879.
ships work for him .” Dr. Henry Seidel CanCurtain.
Printed by the Post Publishing Company,
by urges more attention on human living.
—Daily Cardinal.
Appleton, Wis. Subscription price $2.50.
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Page Five

ike Gridders to Invade Ripon Saturday
ikes Handicapped
•y Many Injuries
For Crucial Game

Vibes Get a Break in Tragic Game

Lawrence to Meet Ripon
Saturday at Their
Homecoming

^arge Aggregation of Stu
dents, Pep Band to
Make Trip
Lawrence college Vikings travel
Ripon this Saturday to risk their
indefeated Midwest record against
?arl Doehling's Ripon Redmen,
/ho arc likely to prove bad medi
cine for the Blue and White gridlers. Lawrence w ill not be at its
full strength, for although most of
Ihe injured men will be back in the
|incup, they may not last the whole
?ame, and at least will be some
what handicapped.
Ripon is Lawrence’s oldest rival,
le two colleges have been meetregularly since 1897, during
/hich time Lawrence has won 16
sames, Ripon 13, and there have
in five ties. Last year the Redlen tied Lawrence, 7 to 7. in what
amounted to a moral victory for
the Vikings, inasmuch as it took
jlace p.t Homecoming.
Ripon Improving
Ripon. starting the season with
green lineup, met with little suc
cess at first, but they reached their
eak in the Beloit game, in which
shoved Louis Mean’s highlytouted charges all over the grid|iron. With such a victory under
their belts, the Riponites arc even
lore dangerous than before .
The backbone of the team is
[again Horky. star fullback, whose
[backing up of the line leaves noth
ing to be desired. A new light has
[risen up the Indians’ horizon in the
form of Sveto Krcmar «pronounbed “Kirschmeyer”, believe it or
lot), former Milwaukee Bay View
[star, whose passing and brilliant
[running features Ripon play. The
[line averages
188 pounds, out[weighing Lawrence's by approxi
m ately ten pounds per man, even
[with “Tiny” Jones in there.
Vikings Settle Down
Coach Heselton is working 1he
IVikes hard this week in an effort
Ito regain the precision and teamIwork apparent before injuries hit
|the team.
Although Jones’s ankle seems to
rounding into shape, and Bues?’s knee is in fairly good condi
t io n now, both men are likely to
[feel the effect of the beating on
ltheir injured parts. It is unlikely
Ithat Dick Garvey will play very
|much unless absolutely necessary.
Probable starting lineups:
Pos. Lawrence Wt.
iCarroll w t.
165
Larson
170 LE Nystrom
290
lEickhoff
185 LT Jones
155
1Harness
210 L G Gaiko
150
Zwergel
Stewart
180 C
175
Jantz
175 R G Seibold
210 R r Lubenow 190
I Balliet
180 RE Crawford 170
Rock
160 QB M a ertzweiler
I Krcmar
190
Bostwick 165 LH N o vakofski
165
160
Gerrie
190 RH Buesing
>Harky
-.195 F B Kaemmer 170

|W. A. A. Bans Use of
Rooms by Other Clubs
At a board meeting held Octob
er 19, W. A. A. officers definitely
I decided to lim it the use of the
]W. A. A. club room to the activi
ties of that organization only. This
I room has in the past been avail
able to various clubs for their
meetings. However, since the disI continuation of Hamar house, too
I many clubs have petitioned for its
1 use; and rather than discriminate
against any. the board and Miss
McGurk feel that this action is for
the best. In the future, only W.A.A.
teas and meetings will be held in
the club room. The room is still
available to women students dur
ing the day, however.

Fresh Fruits
From Joe's
Chicago Fruit
Company

Vikings Increase
Conference Lead

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Midwest
W.
Lawrence
Coe
Beloit
Knox
M'mouth
Ripon
Cornell
Carleton

Conference
L. T. P. O.P.
0 0 43 17
1 0 33 31
1 1 45 26
1 0 7 6
2 0 43 50
2 0 20 35
1 I 25 26
2 0 13 38

P.C.
1.000
.661
.625*
.500
.333
.333
.250*
.000

Last Week's Results
Beloit 6, Knox 0.
Monmouth 22, Ripon 13.
Iowa State Teachers 14, Coe 0 *.
St. Olaf 6 , Carleton 2*.
Carroll 32, Lawrence 7*.
Cornell 15, Simpson 0*.
This Week's Games
Carleton at Coe.
Knox at Cornell.
Lawrence at Ripon.
Beloit at Lake Forest*.
North Central at Monmouth*.
•Non-conference games.
Lawrence college remains as the
only undefeated team in the close
Midwest conference football race
as the result of the loss inflicted
on Knox by Beloit during last
week's schedule. In the only other

In the picture above Jack Crawford. Lawrence end. is shown fight
ing with Wisman. Carroll back, for a forward pass. Wisman used his
stomach to give Crawford a push, and interference was ruled on the
play which occurred on the Carroll 6-yard line. On the next play
Kaemmtr smashed over center to score Lawrence’s only touchdown
in the game which resulted in a 32-7 victory for the Pioneers.

M innesota Students
H it Czech Betrayal
A “mobilization" by student* and
faculty members in protest against
the partition of Czechoslovakia was
staged at the University of Minne
sota Friday, September 30, accord
ing to The Minnesota Daily
“The future of democracy
in
which we all have a direct interest,
may be decided Saturday, and we

confcrence game, Monmouth came
from behind to win over Ripon to
enter the percentage column and
thrill a Homecoming crowd. Cor
nell was the only member to come
out victorious against outside com
petition, beating Simpson in a Fri
day game. Carleton and Lawrcnce
both dropped
Homecoming
en
counters, the former to their city
rivals, St. Olaf, while the latter
was overpowered by Carroll. Iowa
State Teachers defeated Coe in one
of the three games being played
at Cedar Rapids this season.
This Saturday will see Carleton
playing the villain role in the
Homecoming drama at Coe. The
Kohawkr, in second place, are
celebrating their twenty-fifth year
.under Coach Mory Eby and with
a little aid from Ripon can tie
for the lead providing they take
the Carls who look very strange
bringing up the rear. Lawrence
meets a tartar in their neighbor
hood rival Ripon, a typical game
in which the apparent strength
of the teams means little. It also
is Ripon’s Homecoming. Knox in 
vades Mount Vernon to battle
Cornell in another toss-up. Knox
has the distinction of being scored
on only once in two games, Beloit
going 95 yards with the opening
kick-off last week, but they also
have registered no more than a
single marker themselves. Beloit
moves over to the Gold Coast to
meet a strong Lake Forest team
while North Central tackles Mon
mouth on the latter's field. The
last two are non-conference games.

to see both
of them together
STARTING

should at least express our opin -1
ions in regard to the force which
is jeopardizing that democracy,” j
a student representative declared.
“We recognize perfectly well that
a demonstration of this sort, though 1
it might be repeated on every cam- j
p u ; in the country, will not have
any influence on the outbreak of
the war but we feel that we can
not watch a situation like this cevelop without registering a protest,”
a committee member said.

TOMORROW
For 4-Doys

MAMMOTH
HORROR
SHOW!!!
The 2 Super-Shocker*
of fho Centuryl

WINTER’S ON THE WAY

FRANKENSTEIN
st a rr in g

Strili KARLO FF

FREEMAN
SHOES

WHILE HIS VICTIMS ^ 5
S L E E P !a a a a a a a a a a
V r t t i l t . . . | n h I m t it fr • ( t k i
m 4m < c r M t im
* f d a r k n t ii .

«•m et t* 4rink hU flllc f living bU*4t

"BARGE

IN ”

You’ll need sturdy shoes to carry you through
the sloppy, slushy, sleety, snowy w e a t h e r
ahead. We have several handsomely styled
w i n t e r - w e a t h e r F r e e m a n s to show yo u .

(Rímtwfcer!
Thir« really
ARC sueh
things!)

119 E. College Ave.
W E REFA IR SHOES — Coll 711

APPLETON
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Weakened Vikes
Bow to Strong
Carroll Eleven
I.oss of Several Key Men
Result» in 32-7
D e f e a t

Running true to early season
predictions, Old Man Injury fin
ally stopped the fighting Vikes.
The loss of several key men in
the Vikes regular line up was
partially the cause of the stunning
blow to Lawrence supporters at
Whiting Field last Saturday.
Johnnie Breen's long line of re
serves of exceptional strength was
perhaps the deciding factor of the
Carroll victory.
Lawrence opened the game by
kicking
to Carroll.
and
the
Pioneers made 3 first downs be
fore the Vlke defense tightened
up and forced them to punt. Law
rence gained a first down and then
kicked to midfield.
Carron First to Score
After a 3 yard penalty Muenzer
of Carroll faded back and passed
Knoblauch on the Vike 25, run
ning the remaining distance to
score. The kick was good, and
the score was T-S with Carroll on
the top side. Before the period
ended an exchange of punts took
place.
As the second quarter opened.
Lawrence received the ball on
their own SC yard stripe.
In
eight plays the Vikes drove 84
yards to score. Outstanding in
this offensive drive was a pass
from Weidroan to Crawford good
for 25 yards, a 23 yard sweep
around right end by Novakofski,
and several plunges tor ltaemner.
Joe Maertzwtiler tohvtrted the
point with a well placed boot
through the creaa bars. For the
remainder of the quarter It was
nip and tuck with no hint of what
was to follow.
Yards gained from scrimmage
the 1st half gave Lawrence the
edge with 72 yards to Carroll's
<7, and at this point it looked as
though it was going to be Law
rence's ball game, with the score
standing 7-7.
H u n Smash Defense
Lawrence opened the third quar
ter with a brief flash of offense.
A pass from Novskofski to Weidman gave the Vikes 30 yards. The
Pioneers tightened up. and the
Vikes punted to the Carroll 14.
Csrroll started pounding the Vike
defense and netted
three first
downs. From midfield they punt
ed to the Vike 11 yard marker.
Novakofski got off a nice kick
on second down to the Pioneer
47. where Demming scooped up
the ball and raced 27 yards into
Vike territory.
At this point Coach Hesetton
sent in the two injured mainstays
of Vike defense. Jones and Gar
vey. in hopes of stopping the
plunging
Pioneers. The effort
wss futile, and the strong Carroll
eleven pushed the boll over for s
score, with Higgins converting the

It Might Be
Last week the picking was easy,
and a new high percentage, .881,
was struck, with 15 right. 2 wrong,
no ties. This week, evenly matched
teams battle all over the country,
and not even the experts know
how to call these.
Lawrence 13, Ripon 7
Lawrence Frosh 13, Neenah 0
Wisconsin 19. Indiana 7
Lake Forest 20, Beloit €
Packers 28. Cleveland 19
Notre Dame 30, Army •
Columbia 20, Cornell 14
Michigan 19, Illinois 8
Purdue 25. Iowa 0
Texas Christian 14, Baylor 0
Tennessee 31. Louisiana State 0
Ohio State 27. N.Y.U. 6
Pittsburgh 14, Fordham 7
Princeton 13, Harvard 0
Dartmouth 7, Yale 6
Penn 15, Navy 12
California 14. Oregon State 0
Minnesota S, Northwestern 0
Coe 20, Carleton 0
Cornell 13. Knox 12
Monmouth 18, North Central 7

point. The score then stood at
14-1
The Pioneers began to pour their
strong reserves into the game,
leaving the tired Vikes helpless
to stop the onslaught.
Intercept Pam
Lawrence received, and Novak
ofski made a beautiful return of
20 yards. On the first play Dem
ming interrupted a Vike pass on
the 45 and returned to the Vike
25. On the 1st play Demming
on a beautiful reverse play ran the
remaining 2S yards to score. The
point was missed and the score
stood 20-7.
More Pioneer reserves entered
the game, and for the first time
this season the crippled and battred Vikes faced defeat.
Another rush by Carroll netted
a score which was followed by %
wide kick. The scor« wai thetj
2f-7.
In the last minutes of play
Bench and Jacobean an a series
of ground gaining dashes obtain
ed still another score, though they
failed to get the point The gun
sounded and the game ended 32-7.
The prediction that Lawrence
would survive only as long as its
regulars could stay in the ball
game was converted into a reality
last week. With Jones on the
bench with a serious leg injury.
Garvey with a chipped bone in
his fool, and Ken Buesing still suf
fering from a wrenched knee the
Vike defense was literally torn
apart.
Carroll’s reserve squad which is
as strong as the regulars also aid
ed materially in the defeat. With
a strong reserve squad Lawrence
would have probably held their
own. but the addition of fresh
Pioneers to face the tired Vikes
in the second half proved to be
their undoing.
Outstanding on the Vike squad
was Jae Maertzweller. who did
the work of two men blocking
and tackling the Orange tide.
Zwergel. in spite of his 145 pounds,
played good ball, making a large
percentage of tackles and not mak
ing one bad center all afternoon.

Thursdoy, October
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Delts Cop Greek
Grid Title and
Whip All Stars
Betas Win Last Game
And S e c o n d
P l a c e

on basketball plays to end the
third period 55-38. Two touch
downs by Dimberg, with success
ful conversion of the point after
touchdown in the fourth period,
left the score at the end of the
game 69-44. Neverman provided
the only scoring for the All-Stars
in the second half by making one
touchdown in each of those quar
ters on passes from Bayley and
BriacRae.

All Stars:

Final Standings In Interfra
ternity Toach-Football
W. L. Pet
Delta Tau Delta
5 0 1000
Beta Theta Pi
4 1 800
Phi Delta Theta
3 2 000
Sigma Phi Epsilon
2 3 400
Delta Sigma Tau
1 4 200
Phi Kappa Tau
0 5 000
Delta Tau Delta was officially
recognized by the interfratemity
athletic board in their meeting last
Tuesday ss the winner in the in
terfraternity touch - football lea
gue. The Delts beat the Phi Taus
last Thursday 85-18 to remain un
beaten in the current season. Sec
ond place was credited to the Be
tas who lost but one game this sea
son. winning their last game with
the Delta Sigs on a forfeit The
Phi Delta have third place by vir
tue of having beaten the Sig Eps
38-28 last Thursday.
Della Down All-Stars
The All-Star team composed of
members of the five teams who
placed behind the Delts were beotcn by the Delta 80-44 in an exhibi
tion game last Tuesday. The game
was wide open with strong of
fense by each team, but little de
fense. The All Stars scored f‘rst
by basketball tactics on the sec
ond play after the kick-oft and
Bennets converted the point. But
the Delts evened It up on a ness
from Jackson to Jacobs to Hirst
on the following kickoft with Dimberg converting the point Each
team then scored again on kickoff*
before the game settled down, th e
first quarter ended with the score
tied at IS u p In the second quarter
the Delts pulled ahead with a
quick touchdown on an intercep
tion by Jackson and a pass to Hirst,
maintaining that lead of the per
iod at 38-32.
Starting the second half, the
Delts increased their lend with
touchdowns by Jacobs and Faleide

Zwicker
Bennets
1
Bey ley
MacRae
Neverman 18
Schmerien
Lockery
1
Wilson
12
Smith
12
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Frosh Squad to
VikeFi
Play at Neenah
St.
Three Vikes Appearing
Against Alma Mater
Saturday
Members of the Lawrence col

Delts: lege frosh football team w ill travel
Pengally
Dimberg
Jacobs
Jackson
Werner
Hirst
Davis
Soencer
Faleide

to Neenah Saturday afternoon to
19
play a regulation game against the
24
6 Neenah High school Rockets. The
starting lineup for the Vikings w ill
20 show three Neenah graduates play
ing against their Alm s Mater.

44
69
Standings to date in the race for
the interfraternity Supremacy cup
were compiled bv the athletic
board with the following findings:
The point system was revised by
the interfraternity athletic board
at their meeting Tuesday. This re
vision made golf the only minor
Sport on the interfraternity pro
gram. This sport now nets 100
points for the winner and 50 and
25 for the next two teams respec
tively. The major sports are foot
ball. volleyball, basketball, bowl
ing, track, and baseball. These
sports have the points rated at 300
for the first place and 200. 125. 75.
40. and 38 for the other places.
Compilation of the results for this
year show the present standings
of the fraternities in the supremacy
cun race to be as follows:
Delta Tau Delta
300
Beta Theta Pi
225
Phi Delta Theta
225
Sirma Phi pailon
125
Delta Sigma Tau
40
Phi Kappa Tau
20
Volleyball is the next sport on
the interfraternity program. These
games are to be played on Satur
day afternoon starting November
IS and ending December 10. The
schedule haf hot been arranged Of
yet Due to the lack of time for
sports, the council last year felt it
wise to drop many minor sports
such as hanlball. squash, and pingpong from the supremacy race.
However. Coach Denny urges that
the fraternities have spontaneous
challenge matches or elimination
tournaments in these sports when
ever they have the time available.

The Neenah boys in the Blue
and White will be Harold Borenz,
center; Clyde Coenen. guard; and
A1 Staffeld, tackle. Borenz and
Staffeld are first year men while
Coenen is a transfer from Wiscon
sin. These boys will probably be
supported in the line by Jarvis
Lingle and Herbert Kirchoff at
ends. Bill Weiss at the other tackle
and A1 Florin or Bob Macintosh
at the other guard position. Hie
backfield will have Bob Romano
at wing back, Gardner Hayden in
the blocking back position. A1
Bradford at fullback and Frank
Nencki running in the left half
back slot
Other linemen who will probably
see action are George Stewart and
Bob Perry, ends: John Kohl and
Bob Dykes, tackles: Boss Schuman.
guard; Bill Deppe and Harry
Shecrin. centers. Fred Oliver. Har
old Boy sen. Frank Hammer and
Charles Pruett are the other backs
who should get into the game.
Three boys were injured in the
S t Norbert game and may not be
able to play depending on how
their ailments respond to treat«
ment. They are Dave Spalding.
Perry Powell and Jack Roddy.
Boddy and Powell have arm injur«
ies while Spalding has a back in«
The contest is a booster game
for Neenah. and the proceeds will
be used to defray expenses of their
annual all • athletic banquet at
which Harry Stuhldreher. athletic
director and head football coach
at Wisconsin university, and mem
bers of his team will be guest
speakers.

Start On Even Terms
with Any Other Student
by getting

the Pet\ that Has W hat It Takes
to help you rate marks
that you can write home about

?

The C A N D L E G L O W
For:
LUNCHEONS
DINNER
TEAS
Tel. 1554

s s í á sz&

120 E. Lowrence St.

WATCH OUR W IND OW S FOR

New Books, M agazines
and Novelties
T h e n

"Come in ond browse around"

M A R C Y 'S B O O K S H O P
319 E. College

You can SEE the level of ink
at all times—
see when to refill— so it
won’t run dry in classes or tests
Naturally, your Parents want you to

I Thursday, C

pious reserve of ink to begin with that
you need fill it only 3 or 4 times from
one term to the next.
Go to any good- pen counter today
and try this pedigreed Beauty of lami
nated Pearl and Jet— a wholly exclusive
and original Style. And look for the
smart A R R O W clip. This identifies the
genuine and distinguishes the owner.

•tart the new term on a par with any
one else in your class. That’s why they’ll
want you to back your brains with a
The Parker Pen Co.. Janesville, Wis.
Pen like the revolutionary new Parker
M
akers
o f Pmrker Q u in k . th a new penVacumatic.
d a m n in g w r itin g in k . 15c, 25c mnd u p.
Its Scratch-proof Point of Platinum
and 14-K G old writes like a
breeze because it’s tipped with
jewel-smooth Oam iridium , twice
as costly as ordinary iridium.
And the Parker Vacumatic won‘t
let you down by running dry un
expectedly in classes or quizzes.
Held to the light it shows the
E N T IR E ink supply— shows when ^ m - V A C V M A T I C - & E = >
to refill. And it holds such a co
lUMMrill MiCNMMCAUV

TELEVISION

1

PENS:
*5
$g75

9 J5 0
t1 0 <

Prnctlt tu mutch:

$9JO. t).7S, $4. f5
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A 68-yard run by Frank Nencki,
Milwaukee Bay View
freshman,
gave Lawrence college yearlings a
6 to 0 victory over St. Norbert col
lege frosh there Thursday after*
noon. The gallop came in the sec
ond period when Nencki went off
his left tackle and legged it down
the sidelines to score. The win
enabled the Vikings to avenge a
defeat suffered last year at Apple
ton.
Coach Ade Dillion used about 20
yearlings during the battle, and
they revealed that Lawrence has
some pretty fair talent—if it comes
back next year. The squad was
slow on defense at times, but that
was expected in view of the fact
it works only a short time each
week.
Good Defensive Game
Defensively it gave S t Norbert
yearlings very few yards. As a

matter of fact the future Green
Knights were stopped dead until
the final minutes of the game when
a couple passes clicked and car
ried the ball into Vike territory.
On several other occasions the
Saints threatened briefly by re
covering Lawrence fumbles. Both
squads fumbled often, but Law
rence was the worst offender.
Nencki was the standout per
former for the y iking yearlings
with Romano second. The former
got away for several long gains
with his touchdown run the fea
ture
Members of 8qaad
Members of the yearling squad,
not all of whom played, are as fol
lows:
Ends: John Lingel, Herbert Kir
choff, Robert Perry, Alfred Oliver.
Ralph Colvin, George Stewart,
Pred Atkinson. Rufu t King, Rob
ert Vogt.
Tackles: William Weiss. Allen
Staffeld, David Spalding. Robert
Dykes, John Kohl, John Messenger.
Guards: Alan Floran, Clyde
C oonen, Perry Powell, John Rod
dy. Ross Schuman.
Centers: Robert Macintosh, Wil*
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.With “Ibby" H olt_

OM IN G to the Rio this Fri
day is “The Sisters,” a hu
man, stirring drama of the
early 1900’s, starring Bette Davis
and Errol Flynn. The picture is
an
excellent
dramatization
of
Myron Brinig’s best-selling novel,
and a faithful reproduction of the
spirit of the time. Anita Louise
and Jane Bryan as the two sisters
of Bette Davis who differ widely
in their recipes for happiness, and
Alan Hale and Dick Faran as the
roads
to
fulfillm ent
of
their
dreams do an able job of acting.
The San Francisco earthquake
provides one of the thrilling
scenes in the story just as it has
for so many recent pictures. The
film is rather melodramatic and
packed full of action but, wheth
er because or in spite of its
‘‘heart-throbbing drama,”
it’s a
picture you’d be sorry to miss.
Errol Flynn and Bette Davis have
both provided their acting ability
many times over and in this tale
of terrors and thrills, they unite
to make a truly good picture.

C

With “The Sisters” is “Sons of
the Legion,” a story of the sons
of the war-heroes of yesterday.
Lynne Brierman, Billy Lee, Wil
liam Frawley, and Tim Holt have
leading roles. It is a timely pic
ture in this era of war hysteria,
and ardent nationalism and is,
therefore, a good bit of propaganda
for those who believe in pre
paredness. Others may not be so
pleased with i t At any rate, it
is an interesting story, well acted,
and if you want to see “The Sis
ters’* alone, you can always time
your visit accordingly.

L A W R E N T IA N

Paper to Appear
With New Bodoni
Headline Makeup
Beginning with last week’s is
sue the Lawrentian appears with
several new Bodoni regular head
lines in its make-up. These heads
have been acquired through the
Appleton Post-Crescent, publish
ers. to supplement the
regular
Bodoni heads formerly used. The
new heads include several italic
forms and one Roman head.
The printing contract was re
cently awarded to the Post Pub
lishing company by the Lawren
tian board of control for 1937-38.
The company has been awarded
the contract for five consecutive
years. This year’s contract con
tains substantially the same pro
visions as last year’s.
Tentative business and editorial
staffs have now been selected, but
opportunity still remains for those
students, both freshmen and up
per-classmen, who have not tried
out to participate on the news
paper.
Members of the advertising staff
as announced by John Riesen, busi
ness manager, are Barbara Holt,
Philip Retson, Sterling Schoen,
Malcolm Peterson, Jack Thomas,
Doris Graff, and Leonard Telfer.
Charles Vau Dell, collections man*
ager, has named a staff including
Jim Welch, Ralph Colvin, Warren
Parker, and John Coumbe.

Neubecker 1» Named
Chorus Accompanist

Pafe Seven

Transfer of Freshman Men’s Ballots
as

M
Candidate
Hastings
Burley
King
Conklin
Linquist
Jackson
Exhausted

2nd
69

1st

64
26
26
22
18
15

2
3
3
2

28
29
25
20

3rd
73
39
31
25

11
2

4th
5
11

44
42

18

100

n

6i

3

Number of valid ballots—171 : 141
Necessary to elect—87

7
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Transfer of Freshman Women 9S Ballots
1 ?

1st
55
38
33
19
16
10

3
4
1
2
0

II

tr •»

2nd
58
42 .
34
21
16

8
2
4
2

3rd
66
44
38
23

9
5
7

2

Number of valid ballots— 171 : 1-1-1 86 • 1 «7
Necessary to elect —87

Cecil Neubecker has been ap
pointed accompanist for Appleton
MacDowell Male chorus for the Beck Tell» Women's
coming season, succeeding Francis
Proctor, former Lawrence instruc
C l u b s of Changing
tor, who is studying in Rochester,
Short Story Standards
N. Y., this year. Neubecker is
studying organ and piano at Law
“Changing Standards in t h e
*
*
*
rence Conservatory of Music, and Modern Short Story” was the sub
STIRRING picture of the far is a member of Phi Kappa Tau.
ject of an address given by War
north replete with big strong
men and plenty of fighting Henry Fonda, Lionel Barrymore, ren C. Beck, professor of English
comes to the Appleton this weekend and George Raft. The story has last Tuesday evening at Castle hall
in “Spawn of the North/* starring a good plot, the characters are
for the Appleton Federated Wom
ably handled by the actors, and en’s clubs.
liam Deppe, Harry Shecrin, Har there is enough humor running
Mr. Beck has had short stories
through the play to keep it from published in the North American
old Borenz.
Halfbacks: Frank Nencki. Frank being too heroic and thrilling for Review, Story magazine, and two
Hammer, Robert Dolgncr, John comfort. “Spawn of the North" literary publications. Frontier and
is one of the best pictures coming, Midland, and Prarie Schooner. He
Killoren.
Quarterbacks: Robert Romano, and you would do well not to miss has also published several collec
tions of 1-act plays. He illustrated
it.
Paul Hayden, Charles Pruett.
P. S. Watch for the seal. It sets his talk by readings and analyses
Pullbacks: Francis Bradf o r d,
the “seal” of approval on the show, of two or three short stories.
Harold Boysen.
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Claver Will Speak
On Italian Travels
Mrs. Gertrude Claver, instructor
in piano, will be the speaker at
Geneva club this Thursday even
ing at 7 p. m. at the Conservatory.
She will talk about her travels in
Italy.
Future plans for the year will
be discussed. A cordial invita
tion is issued to all girls wishing
to join, especially those with pre
vious Girl Scout or Girl Reserve
experience, although this is not
necessary.
Recent excavations have reveal
ed that the new campus of Colby
College was once the floor of a
prehistorie sea.

I
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There Is Still A Limited Supply of Last Year’s

ARI ELS
On Hand
THE PRICE:

LEVISION

They May Be Purchased At The Ariel Office

£
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Thiesmeyer Conducts Research
On Rocks Discovered in Virginia
Several years ago, Lincoln R.
Thiosmeyer, assistant professor of
geology, discovered
in
Virginia
some rocks with peculiar alternating dark and light bands. He was
able to demonstrate that this ma
terial had been deposited as layers
of mud in lakes. This mud was car
ried into them from melting gla
ciers which existed at that time In
nearby mountains. He believes the
mountains lay just east of the Vir
ginia coast in what is now a part
of the Atlantic ocean. Mr. Thiesmeyer proved further that the
banding deflects the changing con
ditions of winter and summer sea
sons some five hundred million
years ago.
Rocks had been found in North
Carolina which were very similar
to those in Virginia. Mr. Thiesmcyer spent several days during
the latter half of this summer at
the University of North Carolina
investigating these rocks.
He brought specimens back to
collcgc, and is now attempting to
determine whether they are of the
same origin and the same age as
those of Virginia. He is planning
to present the results of this re
search at % meeting of the Geologi
cal Section of the American Asso
ciation for the Advancement of
Science during the Christmas hol
idays at Richmond. Virginia.
In rocks of this type discovered
elsewhere in the world, a correla
tion has been discovered between
such banding and the well-known
eleven year cycle of sunspot ac
tivity.
Mr. Thiesmeyer will en
deavor to determine whether in 
fluences of sunspots on the climate
of Virginia and the Carolinas were
operating in the same way and
with the same periodicity
five
hundred million years ago.

*

Student Tells Club
About Life in Hawaii
Life in Hawaii is much like that
In the United States, with young
people engaging in sports such as
football, baseball, swimming and
the like, according to Saburo Watanabc, sophomore student here, who
spoke to the D.E.E. club of First
Congregational church F r i d a y
night.

Future to See New
Social Change Says
President Barrows

LAWRENTIAN

ommg
onvocation

Thursday, Oct. 27 — Religious
service—-Dr. William G. Cov
ert, moderator of the Presby
terian church of Philadelphia
will speak. A Cappella will
sing.
Tuesday Nov. 1 — J. H. Grif
fiths, professor of psychology,
will speak.

Totalitarianism will be the next
important social change, with edu
cation playing the role of the con
servative force, President Thomas
N. Barrows said in a talk before
the Women's Court and Civic con
ference Wednesday, October 19, at
Milwaukee, according to the As
Brauer Blasts at
sociated Press.
“Education in the new social or
Hitler in Address
der is not a matter of abandoning
old beliefs, customs and habits,” he
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
said. “It still is a question of find
ing the best program for the devel he might crusadc as a champion
opment of individual capacity."
of democracy.
The meeting of the club was con
ducted by Bill Tinker acting as
W . E. Dodd Guest at
temporary chairman. The club's
Small Brokaw Dinner constitution will be improvised by
Dr. W. E. Dodd, former ambas a group of six members Monday
sador to Germany who spoke at afternoon at 4 p. m. The club is
the Memorial chapel Monday eve open to all students interested in
ning. was guest of honor at a affairs either foreign or national
small dinner party at Brokaw hall which affect the United State.? in
that evening. Those present were any way. The next meeting of the
A. A. Trover, professor of ancient club will be held in room 11 in
and European history, Donald M. Main hall sometime in November.
DuShane. associate professor of At that time there will be an
government, and Charles D. Flory, clertien of officers for the ensuing
associate professor of education, year.
and six students, W illiam Handorf,
Jack
Bodilly, Henry Johnson, Latin Book Edited by
Quentin Barnes, Kenneth Osbon,
Weston Is Published
and Robert Noonan. While in Ap
pleton, Dr. Dodd was a guest at
A. H. Weston, professor of Latin
the home of I**esidcnt and Mrs. and Greek, has compiled and edited
Barrows.
with explanatory notes a book en
titled. “Selections from Latin Prose
and Verse". This book, which has
Lawrence to Receive
been published by Allyn and Bacon
$10,00 0 for Loan Fund of Boston, is for the use of college
Lawrence college will receive students in Latin.
It is one volume in the publishers'
$1C,000 to be used for loans to Jun
College Latin series which is under
ior and senior men students from
the general editorship of J. C. Rolfe,
the estate of Mrs. Helen Lois
professor of Latin at the University
Sloan, pioneer resident of Apple of Pennsylvania. The book contains
ton who died last week, according extracts from the works of ten of
to terms of her will which has the better known figures in Latin
been admitted to probate in coun literature, from Catullus to Tacitus.
ty court.
It includes some selections from
She willed $2,000 to the Francis medieval hymns of the church, etc.
can Sisters of America to purchase
and electro-cardiograph
machine
More than 20 different kinds of
for St. Elizabeth hospital.
Georgia wood have been used in
Mrs. Sloan also bequeathed $5,000 the new University of Georgia
to Northland college, Ashland.
forestry building.
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Eta Sigma Phi Croup
Elects Marion Cooley
The first meeting of Eta Sigma
Phi was held in Miss Wiegand's
apartment at Sage on Thursday,
October 20. Marion Cooley was
elected vice-president to fill the
vacancy created when Charles
Bennison did not return to school.
Afterward, the new officers were
installed.
T hey
include
Ruth
Barnes, president; Marion Cooley,
vice-president; Janet Weber, secre
tary;
and
Andrea
Stephenson,
treasurer. Games were played and
refreshments of cider and dough
nuts were served.

German Youth Is
Hard Hit-Brauer
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

June Music Grads
Become Teachers

The poetry of Goethe is no longci
allowed in any of the textbooks,
nor the philosophy of Kant taught
There is no cultural ideal in Ger
many. The aim is not the free de
velopment of personality, but rath*
er unquestioned obedience to the
government. The control of the
people is based on the suppression
of freedom of thought.
The youth of Germany does not
recognize its lack of freedom, nor
realize what is happening to the
people of Germany. How long can
this enthusiasm last? When dic
tatorships are young, things run
smoothly. But soon the youth will
tire of life without a future, of
struggling in a world without free
dom. “The German people are not
behind Hitler nor his government.”
declared Mr. Brauer. “They want
only one thing to be free again
some day.”
The world war w ill bring on
another war, more terrible than
| ever before, when Hitler’s bluff
will
be called. Free men and
women will emerge victorius. to
build a new dignity in democratic
faith with the old and the new in
cultural and social development.

Several of the June graduates
of the Conservatory of Music now
have teaching jobs. Miss Geneva
Falk is a teacher of vocal music in
the public schools of Dodgeville,
Wisconsin. Miss Marion Lunbery
is teaching music at
Fenimore,

Wisconsin. Miss Mary Grandy is
at State Center, Iowa, teaching vo
cal and instrumental music. Miss
Clarice Blatchley is teachcr of
grade school music at Joliet, Illi
nois.

‘Listen! The W in d ’ Is
Placed on Rental Shelf
The new book by Anne Morrow
Lindbergh, “Listen! the Wind." is
as thrilling a book as “North to the
Orient" was. Mrs. Lindbergh gives
account of the flight across the
south Atlantic with her husband
in 1933. This flight was a portion
of a long flight around the Atlan
tic by way of Greenland. Iceland,
Africa, and South America. It deals
principally with tropical Africa
and the journey across the ocean
to Brazil. It demonstrates again the
winning personalities of both the
author and her husband. It may be
found on the library rental shelf.

You'll BE IN S T Y L E — if you fall in line
with the rest of the college
AND
See Harold on the 4th floor
of the Zuelke building

ZUELKE BARBER SHOP
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